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Rhode Island Early Childhood Governance:  
Introduc7on and Background on Proposed Recommenda7ons 

The Rhode Island Early Childhood Working Group on Early Childhood Governance has produced a 
Comprehensive Interim DraD Report that (a) discusses the current landscape of early childhood services 
in Rhode Island, and (b) examines the naKonal landscape of early childhood governance, with parKcular 
reference to the issues Rhode Island faces. This Comprehensive Interim DraD report did not include a 
recommendaKons secKon when published in September 2023, and instead posed quesKons for 
consideraKon.  

Since publicaKon of the draD report, the Foresight Law + Policy and Watershed Advisors consulKng team 
has worked to gather input from Working Group members, Early Learning Council members, and 
members of the general public via a survey form and public input sessions to inform draDing 
recommendaKons. This draD set of recommendaKons is based on those conversaKons. 

Rhode Island Early Childhood Governance: Poten7al Recommenda7ons Framework 

Rhode Island’s current governance structure for early childhood is “CoordinaKon,” meaning that different 
services are housed in different agencies – thereby requiring CoordinaKon among those agencies. 
Stakeholders across the system recognize the efforts of state agencies to work together more effecKvely 
in recent years, and the Working Group seeks to conKnue that progress. Accordingly, the Working Group 
recommends that the state build upon its strengths by remaining in the CoordinaKon model. 

This Systems Analysis has surfaced opportuniKes to accelerate the state’s progress and be more 
responsive to providers and families. This conclusion itemizes some of the areas in which the state will 
apply its focus in the years ahead, to ensure that it is meeKng the needs of Rhode Island families. The 
Working Group recommends taking the following acKons to strengthen Rhode Island’s oversight of its 
early childhood system: 

1. Establishing stronger role clarity and using data to inform ac7on  

• The lead agencies have been working toward establishing improved data infrastructure that breaks 
down current silos and allows the state to provide more holisKc data about the early childhood 
system. The state’s goal is to build a core of useful data that can inform policy and pracKce on an 
ongoing basis. The agencies will conKnue working to build the state’s ability to bring together data 
on the providers, personnel, and children engaged in each of the programs idenKfied in the scope of 
the Systems Analysis (and Head Start). This effort will leverage the ongoing efforts of the RI 
Longitudinal Data System (RILDS), the Ecosystem, and the RI Start Early System (RISES). This process 
will also idenKfy ongoing resources for centralized analyKc capacity to ensure that the early 
childhood data produced is accessible and useful. 

• Over the course of the System Analysis the Working Group has heard that there is a need for more 
role clarity in state government, as well as clarity on when and how the agencies collaborate on 
decisions that impact the sector as a whole. In addiKon, the Working Group has heard that partners 
seek stronger guidance on how to address issues that arise in the course of their work. The agencies 
will work with each other – and the provider community – to publish process guidance for problem-
solving in the system.  
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• One key next step is for the state’s early childhood agencies to engage directly with providers and 
families to develop a set of metrics for success. Those metrics will be developed in the first half of 
2024, and will serve as an ongoing gauge of the state’s progress toward improvement. A core goal of 
state early childhood governance is to make it easier for service providers and families to thrive, and 
a performance dashboard will allow all stakeholders to track progress toward that goal. 

2. Improving money management   

• The System Analysis has generated a holisKc budget analysis of the early childhood system – one 
that has not previously been a part of the state’s budgeKng analysis. The Working Group 
recommends establishing an annual unified budget submission and request that includes all of the 
programs idenKfied in the scope of the Systems Analysis, allowing the Governor, General Assembly, 
and the public to review and consider funding uKlizaKon and proposed iniKaKves across the system 
as a whole. The agencies will work together to publish an annual report on system spending and 
performance outcomes that allows stakeholders to understand the funding and impact of the early 
childhood system as a whole. 

3. Se>ng standards for – and suppor7ng improvement in – service quality and 4. Suppor7ng 
professionals  

• Stakeholders expressed concern that they are subjected to different definiKons of quality that are at 
Kmes in tension. The agencies will work together to review and update the state’s quality standards 
across programs – and corollary requirements for professionals’ qualificaKons -- to ensure ongoing 
alignment with best pracKces and consistency across the mixed-delivery system.  

• The agencies will also engage on an ongoing basis to ensure that supports for professionals are being 
delivered effecKvely. The agencies will conduct an annual survey of professionals across all programs 
in the scope of the Systems Analysis and publish the results, including recommendaKons for policy or 
implementaKon changes that could improve the experience of early childhood professionals. 

5. Engaging and suppor7ng families and stakeholders  

• Families consistently report that it is a challenge for them to find the services they need. Moreover, 
each available service is subject to its own enrollment and eligibility procedures. To improve 
customer service for families, the state will establish and operaKonalize a “no wrong door” approach 
to families enrolling in any of the services within the scope of the Systems Analysis, which will ensure 
that families have access to the services they need and are eligible for.  

• To strengthen the state’s conKnued Coordinated system, there is an opportunity to grow local 
leadership to facilitate a unified point of entry to state programs, opening a ‘front door’ to the 
system from the family and provider perspecKve. Accordingly, the state will conduct a pilot grant 
program to support community-level collaboraKon that can improve support for providers and 
families by coordinaKng enrollment in services, programs, and technical assistance.  

o The state will establish criteria for successful applicants, including expected deliverables and 
parKcipants. 

o At the conclusion of the pilot program, the state will review whether the lessons of the pilot 
jusKfy a proposal for scaled-up implementaKon of supports for local coordinaKon. 
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6. Communica7ons and public rela7ons  

• Stakeholders reported that while each individual agency with oversight of early childhood programs 
provides some of amount of public-facing communicaKon about the importance of early childhood 
and available services, families may find the outreach confusing when it is not adequately 
coordinated. To address this issue the state will plan and implement a strategy for cross-agency 
family engagement and communicaKons that will create a unified voice of state government on early 
childhood issues. 

7. Successfully Execu7ng Coordina7on 

• In the last few years the Governor’s Office has been able to provide ongoing capacity to support 
agency-level coordinaKon. Agency program staff are responsible primarily for successfully execuKng 
their funded services; having centralized capacity to support coordinaKon and interagency project 
management facilitates the process of policy development -- and helps the state to stay on track 
toward its policy goals. In order to achieve the ambiKous goals outlined here, the state will conKnue 
to support staff whose primary focus is on the enKrety of the early childhood system, and how its 
many essenKal pieces fit together. 

For each of these areas the state will develop specific Kmelines for acKon, with responsibiliKes clearly 
delineated. 


